Background The yield of early repeat endoscopy in patients with Barrett's esophagus (BE) is not well established. Aims To determine how often early repeat endoscopy detected missed dysplasia or esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) in a population-based cohort of patients with BE. Secondary aims were to identify risk factors for missed dysplasia/EAC and compare detection of prevalent versus incident HGD/EAC. Methods A population-based cohort of BE subjects in Olmsted County, MN, was studied. Patients with initial non-dysplastic BE or low-grade dysplasia (LGD) who underwent repeat endoscopy within 24 months were included. Those with a worse histologic diagnosis on repeat endoscopy were considered to have missed dysplasia/EAC. Baseline characteristics among patients with and without missed dysplasia/EAC were compared. The absolute numbers of asymptomatic prevalent or missed, and incident HGD/EAC in the entire cohort were ascertained. Results Of 488 BE cases, 210 were included for the primary aim of this study. Repeat endoscopy revealed four HGD/EAC (1.9 %) and 16 LGD (8.8 %) for a combined miss rate of 9.5 %. Long-segment BE (LSBE) and lack of PPI use were predictors of missed dysplasia/EAC (P = 0.008), but adherence to biopsy protocol was not. Increased prevalent HGD/EAC (n = 30) rather than incident HGD/EAC (n = 22) was identified during a median 4.8 years of follow-up in this cohort. Conclusions Dysplasia/EAC is commonly missed at initial BE diagnosis, particularly in patients with LSBE and no PPI use. Efforts should be made to enhance the sensitivity of detecting dysplasia/neoplasia around the time of initial BE diagnosis.
Introduction
Barrett's esophagus (BE) is a precursor to esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC), a lethal disease with a 5-year survival rate of 15-20 % [1] . Dysplasia detected at the time of BE diagnosis serves as a surrogate marker for increased risk of progression to EAC and is relied upon to guide preventative management and endoscopic surveillance. For example, detection of high-grade dysplasia (HGD) typically warrants therapeutic intervention, whereas lowgrade dysplasia (LGD) entails surveillance in shorter intervals than in patients with non-dysplastic Barrett's esophagus (NDBE). Therefore, an accurate assessment for the presence of EAC or grade of dysplasia at the time of diagnosis is crucial. This unfortunately can be limited by poor adherence to biopsy protocols [2, 3] , sampling error [4, 5] , and overlying erosive esophagitis [6] . Thus, repeating the endoscopy at a later time may help ensure that pathology requiring more aggressive management or surveillance is not missed. The yield of performing a repeat endoscopy is not, however, well established as there is lack of consensus regarding the need for this practice among gastrointestinal societies, particularly in patients with baseline NDBE [6] [7] [8] . While the American College of Gastroenterology (ACG) has maintained the recommendation to perform an early repeat endoscopy within 12 months of BE diagnosis [7, 9] , the current American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy and American Gastroenterological Association guidelines suggest that subsequent endoscopy occurs after 3-5 years per routine surveillance protocol [6, 8] .
We aimed to assess the utility of repeat endoscopy within 24 months in detecting dysplasia/EAC not identified on index endoscopy in a large population-based cohort consisting of carefully followed BE patients with baseline NDBE, indeterminate dysplasia, and LGD. Secondary aims were to identify risk factors for missed dysplasia and compare the proportion of prevalent HGD/EAC to incident HGD/EAC.
Methods
This study was approved by the Mayo Clinic and Olmsted Medical Center Institutional Review Boards.
The Rochester Epidemiology Project
The Rochester Epidemiology Project (REP) is a searchable medical records linkage system for the population of Olmsted County, MN. Olmsted County has a population of approximately 140,000, of which 83 % are Caucasian. County residents receive their care almost exclusively from two local institutions: Mayo Clinic and Olmsted Medical Center.
Case Definition
The identification of BE cases has been described in detail previously [10] . BE cases were identified from 1976 to 2011 by performing an electronic search of the REP using an International Classification of Disease, Ninth Edition, code for BE, followed by a review of the endoscopic and histologic reports by a single gastroenterologist. Cases were classified as BE cases if the endoscopist noted the presence of at least 1 cm of visible columnar mucosa in the esophagus and histology showed intestinal metaplasia. Patients with 3 cm or more of visible columnar mucosa were classified as long-segment BE (LSBE), and those with less than 3 cm of visible columnar mucosa were classified as short-segment BE (SSBE). Endoscopies were performed by board-certified gastroenterologists. Histology was interpreted by gastrointestinal pathologists, and the presence of dysplasia was confirmed by an additional gastrointestinal pathologist per published criteria [11] . Standard surveillance practices at the two institutions for patients with BE were dictated by surveillance guidelines recommended in the relevant time periods based on the highest grade of dysplasia noted on surveillance biopsies. Of note, none of the patients in this cohort were found to have been treated with antireflux procedures or radiofrequency ablation.
Data Collection
Nurse abstractors reviewed the complete medical records of each case and collected information regarding demographics, endoscopic findings, and worst histologic grade on each endoscopy. Data regarding social history (any use of inhaled tobacco or alcohol), and previous and current medication history (NSAID or PPI) were also recorded. The complete medical records of all BE cases in the database were reviewed by a single investigator (K.V.) to update the endoscopic follow-up period through January 1, 2014. Additional data were gathered from endoscopy reports and pathology reports regarding the presence of gross esophagitis and number of biopsies taken, respectively.
Patient Selection
Patients were included for the primary aim of this study if they (1) met the above diagnostic criteria for BE, (2) had an initial histologic diagnosis of NDBE, indeterminate dysplasia, or LGD, and (3) underwent repeat surveillance endoscopy within 24 months of initial BE diagnosis. Patients who met the above diagnostic criteria for BE, but were diagnosed with prevalent HGD/EAC, did not undergo repeat endoscopy, or underwent repeat endoscopy after 24 months, were excluded from the primary aim, and included for the secondary aim of comparing the proportion of prevalent HGD/EAC to incident HGD/EAC.
The 24-month cutoff for repeat endoscopy was chosen from a biologic point of view based on the current understanding of progression rates of HGD or LGD to EAC [12, 13] , so that dysplasia/EAC detected within this period would still be considered to represent prevalent and not incident.
Groups of Patients with Missed Dysplasia/EAC
Cases meeting the inclusion criteria were divided into three groups based on initial histologic diagnosis: NDBE, indeterminate dysplasia, and LGD. Each group of cases was reviewed to determine whether dysplasia/EAC was missed LGD found to have HGD or EAC on repeat endoscopy. Cases identified from the three groups constituted the missed dysplasia/EAC group, while the remainder constituted the group without missed dysplasia/EAC. Data regarding the earlier-stated variables were analyzed for the missed dysplasia/EAC group and group without missed dysplasia/EAC. Given the extended study period, proportions of missed dysplasia/EAC among patients diagnosed with BE in the first and second halves of the study period were also compared to evaluate the impact of study timeline on relevant outcomes.
Adherence to biopsy protocol was assumed if at least four biopsies were noted and the ratio of the number of biopsies to BE length was two or greater, suggesting fourquadrant biopsies were taken every 2 cm in accordance with the Seattle biopsy protocol [6] [7] [8] . Non-adherence was assumed if fewer than four biopsies were taken and/or the ratio was less than 2.
Prevalent HGD/EAC Versus Incident HGD/EAC
To compare the yield of screening and repeat endoscopy versus surveillance endoscopy, the entire cohort was reviewed to determine the absolute number of prevalent and incident cases of HGD/EAC detected, respectively, among patients not presenting for presumably tumor-related symptoms (i.e., dysphagia, odynophagia, or weight loss). Prevalent HGD/EAC was defined as the detection of HGD or EAC on index endoscopy or on repeat endoscopy within 24 months. Incident HGD/EAC was defined as the detection of HGD or EAC at surveillance endoscopy performed more than 24 months from the time of index endoscopy. The follow-up period was defined as the time interval between the index endoscopy revealing BE and the most recent follow-up endoscopy with biopsies, or date of progression to HGD/EAC.
Statistical Analyses
Data are summarized as mean (± SD) or median (range) for quantitative variables and proportions (%) for discrete variables. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to assess the associations of specific quantitative variables with group status. Fisher's exact test was used to assess the associations of specific discrete variables with group status. All analyses were done using SAS Ò version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary North Carolina). A P value of less than .05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
Two hundred and ten of 488 BE cases were included for the primary aim of the study. The remaining 278 cases were excluded from the primary aim of the study, but included for the secondary aim, based on an initial finding of HGD/EAC (n = 49), no repeat endoscopy (n = 117; 101 NDBE, five indeterminate, 11 LGD), or repeat endoscopy after 24 months (n = 112; 105 NDBE, one indeterminate, six LGD). The majority of all BE cases (99.0 %) were identified from 1986 to 2011, including all patients meeting the inclusion criteria for the primary aim. The flow of cases is shown in Fig. 1 .
Baseline characteristics for the 210 cases and the remaining 278 cases are provided in Table 1 . The median age was 63 (range 24-91) years, with most patients being Caucasian (88.1 %) and male (69.5 %). NSAID use and PPI use were recorded in 11.9 and 49.5 % of cases, respectively. The median BE length was 3.0 (range 1-26) cm, with 56.7 % of cases having LSBE. Hiatal hernia was present in 83.7 % of cases. The median time to repeat endoscopy was 12.1 (range 1.0-24.0) months.
Missed Dysplasia
Of the 210 cases included in this study, 162 cases initially had NDBE, 19 had indeterminate dysplasia, and 29 had LGD (Fig. 1) . Repeat endoscopy in patients with (1) NDBE detected one HGD, one EAC, and 13 LGD, (2) in those with indeterminate dysplasia detected three LGD, and (3) in those with LGD detected one HGD and one EAC. Among the three groups, the rate of missed HGD/ EAC (n = 4) was 1.9 %. In the groups of NDBE and indeterminate dysplasia, the rates of missed LGD were 8.0 % (n = 13) and 15.8 % (n = 3), respectively, and 8.8 % (n = 16) combined. The overall rate of missed dysplasia and/or EAC was 9.5 %.
More patients were diagnosed with BE during the latter half of the study period (1998-2011; 73.8 vs. 26.2 %), which had a lower rate of missed dysplasia/EAC (5.2 vs. 21.8 %) but notably included three of the four missed HGD/EAC (Table 2) .
Baseline characteristics for the missed dysplasia/EAC group and the group without missed dysplasia/EAC are provided in Table 3 . The groups were similar with respect to median age, sex, and race. Tobacco, alcohol, and NSAID use were similar. Lack of PPI use was significantly associated with missed dysplasia/EAC (20 % PPI use in the missed dysplasia/EAC group vs. 53 % in the remainder, P = 0.008). Concurrently, there was a numerically greater proportion of esophagitis in the missed dysplasia/EAC group (55 vs. 40 %; P = 0.24).
Longer median BE length (6.0 cm in the missed dysplasia/EAC group vs. 3.0 cm in the remainder, P = 0.006) and LSBE (85 % in the missed dysplasia/ EAC group vs. 54 % in the remainder, P = 0.008) were significantly associated with missed dysplasia/EAC. Seventeen of 115 (14.8 %) patients with LSBE had missed dysplasia/EAC, compared to 3/88 (3.4 %) patients with SSBE (P = 0.008).
Overall adherence to recommended biopsy protocol at the time of index endoscopy was low at 41 % and lower in the missed dysplasia/EAC group (36.8 %) than in the group without missed dysplasia/EAC (45.1 %), but this was not statistically significant (P = 0.63). Among both groups, 7/76 (9.2 %) patients with adequate biopsies still had missed dysplasia/EAC.
The median interval between index and repeat endoscopy was similar between groups with and without missed dysplasia/EAC. In each case of missed dysplasia/ EAC, the interval is shown (Fig. 2) . Eight cases (40 %) of missed dysplasia/EAC, including both HGD and one EAC, were detected within 12 months. The remaining EAC was detected after 13 months. The majority (85 %) of missed dysplasia/EAC were detected within 18 months.
Characteristics for the four patients with missed HGD/ EAC are provided in Table 4 . All were white males with an age range of 65-71 years. Three had very long BE segments (range 10-13 cm), two of whom had an inadequate number of initial biopsies with substantially greater numbers of biopsies on repeat endoscopy (36 and 24 pieces compared to four and 12 biopsies on index biopsy, respectively). Both patients with HGD were determined to be unifocal (detected at only one level). The two EAC arose from new lesions visualized on repeat endoscopy and were staged IIA and IIB. Both were treated with esophagogastrectomy, and the latter received adjuvant chemotherapy. Both patients are alive after 7 and 10 years of clinical follow-up, respectively.
Prevalent HGD/EAC Versus Incident HGD/EAC
Of the total 488 BE cases in the database, 49 patients presented with HGD/EAC on index endoscopy and 26 of these were deemed to not have presumable tumor-related symptoms at the time of presentation. Indications for endoscopy in these subjects included evaluation for unrelated gastrointestinal bleeding (n = 11) or anemia (n = 6), reflux (n = 7), dyspepsia (n = 1), or a radiographic finding (n = 1). Accounting for the four additional cases of missed HGD/EAC detected on repeat endoscopy, the entire cohort consisted of 30 prevalent HGD/EAC cases.
Patients who did not have prevalent HGD/EAC were followed for a median of 4.8 years (range 1.2 months to 18.1 years). A total of 22 cases of incident HGD/EAC were identified during endoscopic surveillance (Fig. 1) . Nine of these cases were detected in the group without missed dysplasia/EAC (range 2.0-7.4 years after initial endoscopy), two of which were on the second follow-up endoscopy. The remaining 13 were detected in the group 
Discussion
We present the first population-based study specifically evaluating the yield of repeat endoscopy in patients with initial NDBE, indeterminate dysplasia, and LGD. We report that the miss rates for HGD/EAC (1.9 %) and LGD 8 %) are not insignificant, as about one in 10 (9.5 %) patients with newly diagnosed BE will concurrently have a higher-grade, undetected dysplasia or EAC that would alter clinical management. The current lack of consensus regarding the need for early repeat endoscopy in patients specifically with NDBE should be addressed due to the potential we demonstrated for delayed recognition and management of prevalent HGD/EAC [6] [7] [8] . Both cases of missed HGD and EAC in our patients with NDBE were detected on repeat endoscopy at an early stage (unifocal and stage IIA, respectively) and treated curatively. Repeating endoscopy 3-5 years later would likely have resulted in disease progression with diminished chances for cure and survival [1, 14] . Our findings support the concept of performing an early repeat endoscopy in patients with NDBE to evaluate for prevalent HGD/EAC missed during index endoscopy.
In contrast to patients with NDBE, the guidelines do recommend repeating endoscopy in patients with initial LGD within 6-12 months [6] [7] [8] . Repeat endoscopy in our 29 patients with LGD also yielded an early HGD (unifocal) and EAC (stage IIB). This would support continued recommendation of early repeat endoscopy in patients with LGD.
The majority of missed dysplasias in our cohort were LGD in patients with initial NDBE and indeterminate dysplasia (n = 16, 80 %), as confirmed by two expert gastrointestinal pathologists. Provided patients with LGD versus NDBE have a greater propensity for progression [15] and radiofrequency ablation is increasingly being considered, unrecognized LGD can result in misclassification and surveillance at insufficient intervals (i.e., endoscopy every 3-5 years instead of 6-12 months) or missed opportunity for therapeutic intervention. Despite the increased risk, we did not identify any progression to HGD/EAC in this small group during the time period studied. This is consistent with variable progression rates described previously [16] . Moreover, 7/14 cases had no evidence of LGD on subsequent endoscopy, which may be a consequence of true regression, sampling error, or pathologist interobserver disagreement, and perhaps is associated with a lower risk of progression [13, 17] .
The extent of metaplasia may be a risk factor for missed dysplasia/EAC as these cases had significantly longer BE length, the majority being LSBE (85 %). Abdalla et al. [18] reported this association in their cohort of missed dysplasias as well. Other studies have found that adherence to biopsy protocol decreases in patients with longer BE, resulting in a lower detection rate of dysplasia/EAC [2, 3] . Although our overall rate of adherence was poor (41 %), adherence did not significantly differ between the groups with and without missed dysplasia/EAC, raising the question of sampling error [19] . Moreover, missed dysplasia/ EAC was detected on repeat endoscopy in some patients who initially had adequate biopsy sampling. This is consistent with prior studies documenting missed EAC in patients with HGD where the recommended biopsy protocol was followed [19] .
Our findings suggest that not using a PPI or presence of esophagitis may also contribute to missed dysplasia/EAC. Gross esophagitis can mask significant lesions, prevent targeted biopsies, and obscure histologic diagnosis [6] . Ideally, BE biopsies should not be performed in the setting of esophagitis, but when done, should be repeated after the patient has been on an appropriate antireflux regimen to evaluate for missed dysplasia. However, we believe our findings likely reflect real-world practice and further underscore the need for a repeat endoscopy.
Given the wide span of our inclusion period, we attempted to account for the evolution of endoscope technology and BE diagnosis by temporally examining our findings. There was a dramatic decrease in the rate of esophagitis over time (supplementary table) , perhaps due to the use of more rigid criteria (LA Classification) in defining esophagitis and/or increase in PPI use. Patients diagnosed during the latter half of the study (1998-2011) also had a lower rate of missed dysplasia/EAC. However, three of the four most advanced lesions were missed during this time period and notably were detected more recently (EAC: 2004 (EAC: , 2008 HGD: 2005) , supporting the need for early repeat endoscopy in the modern era of endoscopy.
In the entire cohort, we found a greater absolute number of prevalent HGD/EAC (including the four missed HGD/ EAC detected within 24 months) than incident HGD/EAC detected during a median endoscopic surveillance period of 4.8 years. This disparity held even after excluding those that had presumed tumor-related symptoms on presentation (i.e., dysphagia, odynophagia, or weight loss), and may still be an underestimate considering several patients did not undergo a repeat endoscopy within 24 months, but were found to have HGD/EAC on the repeat endoscopy thereafter. This distribution highlights the greater potential for the screening and early repeat endoscopy to identify more HGD/EAC than surveillance endoscopy over many years and has been noted most impressively in previous large population-based studies as well as a meta-analysis [20] [21] [22] . Given that the cost-effectiveness of surveillance endoscopy in patients with BE is debatable [23] [24] [25] [26] , perhaps more resources should be invested in detecting prevalent dysplasia and cancer around the time of BE diagnosis. This may include more careful inspection of the BE segment for visible abnormalities [27] , a more aggressive biopsy protocol such as four-quadrant biopsies every 1 cm instead of 2 cm for patients with NDBE, more frequent early endoscopies in an effort to miss fewer prevalent HGD/EAC, and greater use of advanced imaging techniques. Further research in the form of prospective studies evaluating these potential strategies would be the next step in determining a more fruitful and cost-effective method of detecting HGD/EAC, particularly at an earlier stage with improved survival.
Despite applying a 24-month cutoff for repeat endoscopy, most dysplasia/EAC was detected much sooner within 18 months, including all cases of HGD/EAC in less than 13 months. However, it remains possible that some cases of incident rather than prevalent dysplasia/EAC were still identified, particularly with respect to cases of NDBE and LGD in which LGD and HGD, respectively, were subsequently detected. To reduce the chances of this further and evaluate the ACG's current recommendation for repeat endoscopy, the more conventional cutoff for prevalence of 1 year could be considered, especially in more robust population-based cohorts with greater statistical power.
Our study has several inherent limitations. Although this is a relatively large population-based BE study, it is retrospective in nature with relatively few cases of dysplasia and EAC. The number of biopsies performed during index endoscopy was not available in 19.9 % (97/488) of patients. A small fraction of endoscopies was performed prior to the implementation of systematic biopsies, potentially contributing to the low adherence rate and perhaps inflating the rate of missed dysplasia. Also, the adequacy of biopsies was judged using a formula that did not account for separate targeted biopsies and assumed a circumferential distribution of BE. Furthermore, the early detection of LGD in patients with initial indeterminate dysplasia was considered missed dysplasia, but given that the management strategy for indeterminate dysplasia and LGD is currently the same, an alternative interpretation of this data is that there were 17 instead of 20 cases of missed dysplasia/EAC resulting in slightly reduced miss rates for LGD (7.2 %) and overall dysplasia/EAC (8.1 %).
In conclusion, our study demonstrates a sizeable percentage of patients will have missed dysplasia/EAC at the time of BE diagnosis and thus underscores the need for repeat endoscopy or improved detection methods during initial endoscopy to avoid delay in the recognition and management of prevalent dysplasia/EAC. Furthermore, factors such as the presence of LSBE, lack of PPI use, or presence of erosive esophagitis may place patients at greater risk of missed dysplasia/EAC, mandating the need for improved screening for prevalent dysplasia in these groups. Finally, as a greater number of HGD/EAC is detected during index and repeat endoscopy than long-term surveillance, perhaps more resources should be invested earlier in patients with BE to detect prevalent dysplasia/ EAC and provide in the long run a more cost-effective means of monitoring patients with BE when compared to long-term surveillance strategies.
